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Mobilize the Lions of Pakistan’s Armed Forces to Liberate
Occupied Kashmir, Trampling Modi’s Plans for Hindu Domination
of the Valley under their Blessed Feet
The Hindu State has undertaken concrete steps to establish Hindu domination in Occupied
Kashmir. The Hindu State on 5 August revoked Kashmir’s special autonomy through a rushed
presidential decree, whilst deploying additional troops, cutting local communications, targeting
areas of strong resistance to its occupation and opening the doors of Hindu settlements through
revoking Provision 35-A under Article 370. The Hindu State actively seeks to change the
ground reality in Occupied Kashmir, similar to the infamous tactics of the Jewish entity in the
Blessed Land - Palestine. It has undertaken such fraudulent measures as it has been unable to
suppress the decades long struggle for “Kashmir Banayga Pakistan” (Kashmir will be Pakistan),
as its demoralized armed forces, which are crippled by the caste system to the point of inciting
suicide within its troops, are no match for any armed forces, large or small, that fights with a
desire for martyrdom. As for Pakistan’s rulers, instead of seizing the initiative to dislodge the
faltering occupation of the Hindu State in Kashmir, they first clamped down on those who
support the armed Kashmiri resistance from within Pakistan, denouncing it as “terrorism” and
now appeal loudly for mediation by the Western colonialists, even though the West will always
side with those who are strongest in enmity against the Muslims, whether it is the Jewish entity
or the Hindu State, and will use their tools, the United Nations and International Court of
Justice, to deprive the Islamic Ummah of its right.
O Lions of Pakistan’s Armed Forces!
Reject the spineless Bajwa-Imran regime’s policy of restraint which has only emboldened
Modi in his mischief. The Hindu State has no right over a single cubit of the pure Muslim Land
of Kashmir which have been irrigated by the pure blood of tens of thousands of martyrs. With a
small strike of your powerful limbs, you threw the Hindu forces into disarray after Modi’s
incursion earlier this year and fear of you still prevails within the enemy. Trample all notions of
limited retaliation under your feet as you mobilize for the liberation of Occupied Kashmir by your
steel, fire and blood. Seal the Indian High Commission, expelling its staff and mobilize for
military action over Occupied Kashmir. Deploy nuclear weapons to deter any expansion of the
war theater beyond Occupied Kashmir. Actively arm the Muslims of Occupied Kashmir, so that
they mobilize alongside you in a decisive war of liberation. Grant the Nussrah (Material
Support) now for the re-establishment of the Khilafah (Caliphate) on the Method of the
Prophethood to make all that possible. It’s your time to raise the flag of the Khilafah in Srinagar,
having sought victory and martyrdom on the way. Allah (swt) said, ﴿ﯾَﺎ أَﯾﱡﮭَﺎ اﻟﱠ ِذﯾنَ آ َﻣﻧُواْ َﻗﺎﺗِﻠُواْ اﻟﱠ ِذﯾنَ ﯾَﻠُوﻧَﻛُم
َ “ ِ ّﻣنَ ا ْﻟ ُﻛ ﱠﻔ ِﺎر َو ِﻟﯾ َِﺟدُواْ ﻓِﯾ ُﻛ ْم ِﻏ ْﻠO you who believe! Fight the Unbelievers who
﴾ َ� َﻣ َﻊ ا ْﻟ ُﻣﺗﱠ ِﻘﯾن
َ ّ ظ ًﺔ َوا ْﻋﻠَ ُﻣواْ أَنﱠ
gird you about, and let them find firmness in you: and know that Allah is with those who
fear Him.” [Surah at-Tawbah 9: 123]
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